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Norbert, the Internet’Philosopher, intuitive healer, and fashion-forward snappy dresser, Norbert
the tiny, mixed-breed therapy doggie with a big center shares his lessons on friendship,
individuality, family, like, and more to help you change your perspective and focus on what
really matters in existence.s learned from being a three-pound hero and philanthropist,
demonstrating that you don’ With fifty accompanying photos through the entire book, Norbert
hopes to continue his goal to spread smiles, inspire kindness, and bring convenience to those
in require.s cutest and most popular therapy pup, shares the lessons he’t need to be big to
make a big difference on the planet.
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Norbert's Little Lessons For A Big Life What an Amazing reserve, Julie, Mark and Virginia did an
excellent job on portraying Norbert along with his Smiles and want to all he meets. Just what a
lovely Birthday present Julie for this release time, and I believe Parker Rose happens to be a
"precious Miracle! I absolutely adore Norbert! That is a wonderful book for just about any
animal lover and also makes a beautiful book for friends with Norberts Small Lessons For A Big
Existence.! I can't say enough wonderful reasons for having Norbert and his family! Norberts
Small Lessons For A Big Life This is a very wonderful book about a little tiny and cute dog
named Norbert. Julie did a brilliant job of teaching Norbert but his soul was there to provide
all that training alive! Her help placing Norbert's lessons into people-words and Mark's photos
have created the largest little wonder-dog ever!. Adorable reminder of enjoying the tiny things
in life! Adorable! Beautiful photos quality of my favorite little . You can't help but smile, think
and laugh.! ? what a wonderful reserve. Adorable pictures and sweet wonderful inspirational
quotes.. Thanks to you all for sharing the joy every day.. Beautiful photos quality of the best
little celebrity pet dog. Well crafted and good concepts for adults as well as children. I
recommend for those occasions when you need a pick-me-up plus some positive energy! I am
hoping her earlier books get into publication once again because I can't spend the money for
"collectable" versions. At 56 you look fantastic - better still than before! You're a unique little
star that warmly shines upon the sick little kids who adore you! You're the world's ewok budha
and life is way better 'cause you're born...Yes.. what a wonderful book. Appreciate anything
with Norbert! She and Norbert head to hospitals to cheer up pediatric sufferers. Mark Steines,
who do the photography for the publication, is the perfect photographer. Fountain of love
There are many cute critters, nevertheless, you little guy are en epitome of life, care and
beauty. Her mom did most, if not all the artwork for the earlier books. Very adorable Very
adorable and inspiring book, like it a lot. His lessons are right on period and seeing his great
photos brings tears of pleasure to my eyes each and every time! He is just adorable!! Norbert is
definitely a registered therapy doggie who appointments children's hospitals, homeless shelters,
and others looking for cheer with his owner Julie.! I ordered Norbet's 2019 Wall Calendar for my
father as a birthday present. He adores Norbert and he is really happy with it...sure to bring
smiles to all. The cutest calendar you'll ever have! Can't wait for January 2019 when I could
hang up the phone this cute little man in my office! So Adorable! I would recommend this
publication for all age groups. This is a fun book. It is so adorable! Good service/ nice
product Hey Its Norbert ! Thinking about getting family and friends copies for Christmas gifts.!, I
really like doggers - and it's an up to date calendar with Norbert with words of wisdom from a
puppy - smarter than people -- :-) - whats never to like?!? Too cute So cute Cute Cute
Adorable calendar Absolutely adorable Great seller quick and calendar just as described
Norbert makes the brand new Year bright! I'm very partial :) Adorable Little Book I really like
Julie Steines and small Norbert. Love this book." Require more stars!!? Such a cutie. That is a
must-have for just about any Norbert fan! Certainly brings a smile.
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